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A strong motivation for

studying antimatter in cosmic rays

is the possible presence 

of a DARK MATTER signal



Indirect DARK MATTER searches

Dark matter can annihilate in pairs with standard model final states. 
Low background expected for cosmic ANTIMATTER, and for 

NEUTRINOS and GAMMA RAYS coming from dense DM sites.

Tine DM signals are searched for in cosmic antimatter and photons 

p-

p

γ, ν



WIMP INDIRECT SIGNALS

Annihilation inside celestial bodies (Sun, Earth):

  at neutrino telescopes as up-going muons

Annihilation in the galactic halo:

 -rays (diffuse, monochromatic line), multiwavelength

 antimatter, searched as rare components in cosmic rays (CRs)

ν and γ keep directionality

 SOURCE DENSITY

Charged particles diffuse in the galactic halo

 ASTROPHYSICS OF COSMIC RAYS!

Dpe ,,



Antimatter sources from DARK MATTER

Annihilation

Decay

• DM density in the halo of the MW
• mDM DM mass
• thermally averaged annihilation cross section in SM channel f
• DM decay time  
• e+, e- energy spectrum generated in a single annihilation or decay event



Cosmic Rays (CRs) in the Galaxy

Primaries = produced in the sources:
Nuclei: H, He, CNO, Fe; e-, (e+)  in  SNR (& pulsars)
e+, p+, d+ from Dark Matter annihilation

Secondaries = NOT present in sources, produced by 
spallation of primary CRs (p, He, C, O, Fe) on 
the interstellar medium (ISM)
Nuclei:  LiBeB, sub-Fe; e+, p+, d+; …

All species propagate in the Galaxy, dominated by diffusion on 
the magnetic fields and/or by intense energy losses (leptons)

See talk by D. Maurin



The solution to the diffusion equation:
the role of cross sections  

– 18 –
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For a primary Q̄j = q
j
0Q(E )q̂i , and for a pure secondary Q̄j =

mk > m j

k Γ̃kj N k
i (0). Note that

solut ions given in Webber et al. (1992) for secondary takes advantage of the primary form of

N k
i (0). Since we are here interested in a shower–like (see § 3.2.2) resolut ion, the form given here

is more adapted.

β decay cont r ibut ion from N k For all the nuclei t reated here, N j never has more than one

unstable contribut ion, so that the sum over k for N k
r ad reduces to one term in equat ion (A1).

Resolut ion is complicated by the localisat ion of this source in the whole halo. Focalising on

this specific term, neglect ing for a while primary source and classical spallat ive secondary con-

t ribut ion 2hδ(z) k Γ̃
kj N k(r, 0), one obtains (following the same procedure as described in the

previous sect ion7)
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6 In terms of dist ribut ion (quoted in braces), defining σ0 and σ1 as the discont inuit ies of 0t h et 1st order,

remember that
∂ 2

∂ z 2 { F (z)} =
∂ 2 F ( z )

∂ z 2 + σ1δ(z) + σ0
∂ δ( z )

∂ z

Imposing the cont inuity of the vert ical cosmic ray current across the plane z = 0, we thus have

σ1 ≡ l imϵ→ 0 dN
j
i (z)/ dz

+ ϵ

− ϵ
= − 2N

j
i (0) Vc

K
and σ0 = 0.

7The cont ribut ion of these radioact ive nuclei may be unimportant in some cases, but we should take it into

account as it is the dominant process for some others. In the simple example of 10Be→10 B, neglect ing this channel

would give an error of about 10% on the B flux, whereas considering that this term is only located in the disc

would give an error of about 3% compared to the rigourous t reatment given above. Not ice finally that at fixed

energy per nucleon, the rigidity depends on the nuclear species at stake. The diffusion coefficient K j of the child

nucleus j is therefore different from its progenitor ’s one K k . The dif ference K j − K k tends to vanish for the

heaviest nuclei.

Γkj = nISM σkj v 

Production
Γkj = nISM σtot v 

Destruction



Production cross sections in the 
galactic cosmic ray modeling 

H, He, C, O, Fe,…  are present in the supernova remnant surroundings, 
and directly accelerated into the the interstellar medium (ISM)

All the other nuclei (Li, Be, B, p-, and e+, gamma, …) are produced by 
spallation of heavier nuclei with the atoms (H, He) of the ISM

We need all the cross sections σkj - from Nichel down to proton -
for the production of the j-particle from the heavier k-nucleus scattering 

off the H and He of the ISM

Remarkable for DARK MATTER signals is productions of:
antiproton, antideuteron, positron and gamma rays. 



The case for 

antiprotons 



Antiproton data as of 2017

Giesen+ 1504.04276AMS Coll., PRL 2016

AMS-02 results from below GeV up to 400 GeV
Could be explained by secondary production in the Milky Way

The most relevant theoretical uncertainty is due to 
production CROSS SECTIONS



Antiproton production cross sections

pp

• Reasonable agreement for 10 GeV <T <100 GeV
• Deviations for T<10 GeV

2

of cross sect ion parameterizat ion in order to determine
the accuracy required on cross sect ion measurements so
to match AMS-02 accuracy. Our aim is to provide, for
the first t ime, quant itat ive indicat ions for future high-
energy experiments about the kinemat ical regions and
the precision level they should cover, in order to induce
uncertaint ies in p̄ flux which do not exceed the uncer-
tainty in present CR data.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. I we re-
view themain steps for thecalculat ion of the ant iproton
source term start ing from the invariant cross sect ion. In
Sec. I I we explain how we invert this calculat ion in or-
der to assign uncertainty requirements on the di↵eren-
t ial cross sect ion. The results are presented in Sec. I I I
and are summarized in Sec. IV.

I . T H EOR ET I CA L FR A M EW OR K FOR T H E
COSM I C A N T I PROT ON SOU RCE SPECT RU M

Ant iprotons in our Galaxy are dominant ly produced
in processes of CR nuclei colliding with ISM. Hence, the
ingredients to calculate the p̄ source term, i.e. the num-
ber of ant iprotons per volume, t ime, and energy, are the
flux of the incident CR species i , φi , and the density of
the ISM component j , where, in pract ice, both i and j
are p and He. The source term for secondary ant ipro-
tons is given by a convolut ion integral of the CR flux,
the ISM targets and the relevant cross sect ion:

qi j (Tp̄) =

1Z

T t h

dTi 4⇡ nISM ,j φi (Ti )
dσi j

dTp̄

(Ti , Tp̄). (1)

Here nISM is the ISM density and Tt h the product ion
energy threshold. The factor 4⇡ corresponds to the al-

FIG. 1. Recent flux measurements for CR protons, helium,
and ant iprotons by AMS-02 [3, 4, 12], PAMELA [1, 25], and

CREAM [26]. The energy-di↵erent ial fluxes φ are given as
funct ion of kinet ic energy per nucleon T/ n. Furthermore,

the IS fluxes, demodulated in the force-field approximat ion
with an modulat ion potent ial of φ = 600+ 100

− 200 MV, are pre-

sented.

ready executed angular integrat ion of the isot ropic flux
φ. The according fluxes are known precisely at the top
of the Earth’s atmosphere (TOA) due to AMS-02 mea-
surements [3, 4] presented in Fig. 1, together with the
results from the precursor satellite-borne PAMELA ex-
periment [1, 25] and the data from the balloon-borne
CREAM detector at higher energies [26]. At low en-

ergies E <
⇠ 20 GeV/ nucleon (in the following GeV/ n)

the charged part icles arriving at the Earth are strongly
a↵ected by solar winds, commonly referred to as solar
modulat ion [27, 28], given their act ivity modulat ion on a
cycle of roughly 11 years. We will work with interstellar
(IS) quant it ies. The p and He IS fluxes are inferred by
demodulated AMS-02 data, which we obtain within the
force-filed approximat ion [29] assuming an average Fisk
potent ial of φ = 600 MeV for the period of data tak-
ing [30, 31]. More complete studies on solar modulat ion
take into account t ime dependent proton flux data from
PAMELA and recent ISM flux measurements by VOY-
AGER [32–34]. They find similar values for φ . The
source term derivat ion only includes incoming proton
energies Ep > 7mp ⇠ 6.6 GeV (Ep > 4mp) correspond-
ing to the p̄ product ion threshold in pp (pHe) collisions.
For these energies the solar modulat ion, which becomes
negligible above a few 10 GeV, agrees reasonably well
with the simple force-field approximat ion. The scat ter-
ing sights are the ISM elements H and He with density
given by 1 and 0.1 cm− 3 in the Galact ic disk respec-
t ively.

The final essent ial ingredient to calculate the source
term is the cross sect ion corresponding to the produc-
t ion react ion CRi + ISM j ! p̄ + X

dσi j

dTp̄

(Ti , Tp̄), (2)

FIG. 2. Energy-di↵erent ial ant iproton product ion cross sec-
t ion from pp collisions in LAB frame as funct ion of proton

and ant iproton kinet ic energy Tp and Tp̄ , respect ively. The
shown cross sect ion is derived from the Di Mauro et al. [22]

parameterizat ion (their Eq. 12).

Source term
i, j = proton, helium

(both in the CRs and in the ISM)  

FD, Korsmeier, Di Mauro PRD 2017



The antiproton source term

Uncertainty in 

the cross sections

reflect   directly 

on the source term

and then in the flux

predicted at the Earth



p-ppbar cross section data
Di Mauro, FD, Goudelis, Serpico PRD 2014, 1408.0288; Kappl, Winkler 1408.0299

Existing data on p-p  pbar + X



What do we need?



Requirement on the cross section

3

where Tp̄ is the kinet ic energy of the produced ant ipro-
ton in collisionsof CR species i with kinet ic energy Ti on
the ISM component j . In the following we will call the
quant ity in Eq. (2) theenergy-di↵erent ial cross sect ion1.
One example, derived form the cross sect ion parameter-
izat ion in Ref. [22] for the pp channel, is shown in Fig. 2
as a funct ion of Tp̄ and Tp. The kinet ic energy threshold
at Tp = 6mp is clear.

The p̄ product ion cross sect ion is not direct ly avail-
able in the energy-di↵erent ial form from Eq. (2), which
also enters in Eq. (1). Experiments rather measure the
angular dist ribut ion on top of the energy-di↵erent ial
crosssect ion and then present theLorentz invariant (LI)
form

σinv (
p

s, xR , pT ) ⌘ E
d3σ

dp3
(
p

s, xR , pT ), (3)

where E and p are total p̄ energy and momentum, re-
spect ively,

p
s is the center of mass (CM) energy of the

colliding nucleons, xR = E⇤
p̄ / E⇤

p̄,max (* refers to CM
quant it ies) is the rat io of the p̄ energy to the maxi-
mally possible energy in the CM frame, and pT is the
transversemomentum of theproduced ant iproton. Note
that also the three kinemat ic variables are LI quant it ies.
We skipped the subscripts i , j for project ile and target
to avoid unnecessarily complicated notat ion. Anyway,
Eq. (3) and also the following equat ions are valid for
all combinat ions of project ile and target , as long as all
quant it ies are understood in the nucleon-nucleon sys-
tem.

To relate theLI crosssect ion to theenergy-di↵erent ial
one in Eq. (2) two steps have to be performed. First ly,
the LI kinet ic variables {

p
s, xR , pT } need to be related

to an equivalent set in the LAB frame, where the tar-
get is at rest . Typically, the set is given by the pro-
ject ile and the p̄ kinet ic energies, and the scat tering
angle { T, Tp̄, cos(✓)} . We give explicit relat ions in Ap-
pendix A. In a second step, the angular integrat ion has
to be performed

dσ

dTp̄

(T, Tp̄) = 2⇡pp̄

1Z

− 1

dcos(✓) σinv

= 2⇡pp̄

1Z

− 1

d⌘
1

cosh2(⌘)
σinv . (4)

Here ✓ is the angle between the incident project ile and
the produced ant iproton in LAB frame. In the second
line of Eq. (4) we t ransform the angular integrat ion to
an integrat ion w.r.t . the pseudorapidity defined as

⌘= − ln

✓

tan

✓
✓

2

◆◆

. (5)

1 Note that dT = dE and, hence, dσ/ dE = dσ/ dT .
2 As discussed in [22] t he parameters D 1 and D 2 have to be

interchanged.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3. Profi les for fixed (a) proton energy and (b) an-
t iproton energy of the p + p ! p̄ + X energy-di↵erent ial

cross sect ion in LAB frame from Fig. 2. In addit ion, cross
sect ion parameterizat ions by Tan&Ng [17], Duperray et al.
[20] (their Eq. 62), Kachelriess et al. [24] and Winkler [35]

are shown for comparison. Panel (c): as panel (b), but for
the p + He ! p̄ + X scat tering. Here we add the DT UNUC

parameterizat ion [14, 18].

This t ransformat ion is advantageous because the invari-
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t iproton energy of the p + p ! p̄ + X energy-di↵erent ial
cross sect ion in LAB frame from Fig. 2. In addit ion, cross
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where Tp̄ is the kinet ic energy of the produced antipro-
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t iproton energy of the p + p ! p̄ + X energy-di↵erent ial
cross sect ion in LAB frame from Fig. 2. In addit ion, cross
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are shown for comparison. Panel (c): as panel (b), but for

the p+ He ! p̄ + X scattering. Here we add the DTUNUC
parameterizat ion [14, 18].

This transformation isadvantageousbecausethe invari-

Which level of accuracy on cross section 
do we need in order 

to match (not exceed) the accuracy in CR data?



Parameter space to be covered

Fixed target Lab frame

AMS02 accuracy is reached if pppbar cross section is measured with 
3%  accuracy inside the regions, 30% outside. 



Comparison with pp data

• The covered parameter 
space is appropriate

• The level of accuracy 
is not adequate

• NA61 data are 
strongly welcome



LHCb pHe  p- cross section data

First data ever has been collected by LHCb in fixed target mode

G Graziani for LHCb, Moriond 2017

FD, Korsmeier, Di Mauro in preparation



Reactions involving helium & higher energies

AMS-02 is providing data with much 
higher precision up to hundreds of GeV

Their interpretation risks to be seriously 
limited by nuclear physics

Uncertainties due to helium 
reactions range 40-50% on 

Secondary CR flux Fornengo, Maccione, Vittino JCAP2014 

Effect of cross section uncertainty 
on DARK MATTER interpretation 

FD+2013



The case for

positrons 



Sources of e+ and e- in the Galaxy:

1. Secondary e+ e-: spallation of cosmic p and He on the ISM (H, He)
* p+H(He)  p++ 

 p+0 & n++   (mainly below 3 GeV)
* p+H(He)  p+n+ + 

* p+H(He)  X + K

2. Primary e- and e+ from Pulsars (PSR): 
pair production in the strong PULSAR magnetoshpere

3. Primary e- from SNR: 1° type Fermi acceleration mechanism

4. Primary e+ e- from exotic sources (DARK MATTER)

Sources of positrons in the Milky Way



Secondary positron production

Spallation of proton and helium nuclei on the ISM (H, He)

• p+H  p++ 
 p+0 & n++   (mainly below 3 GeV)

• p+H  p+n+ + 

• p+H  X + K

Different parameterizations of p+p  e+ + X cross

Proton beam energy



The positron source term

Uncertainties on the production 
cross sections up to factor 2

(upper)

(lower)

Secondary positrons relevant 
for E < 50 GeV

secondary

Data needed for 
p+p and p+He  e+ + X



The case for

antideuterons



COSMIC ANTIDEUTERONS 
FD, Fornengo, SalFD, Fornengo, Maurin PRD 2001; 2008; Kadastik, Raidal, Strumia PLB2010;  Ibarra, Wild JCAP2013; 

Fornengo, Maccione, Vittino JCAP 2013; …ati PRD (2000) ADD

Kinematics of spallation reactions
prevents the formation of very low

antiprotons (antineutrons).

At variance, dark matter
annihilate almost at rest

N.B: Up to now, NO ANTIDEUTERON has been detected yet.
Several expreriments are on the road: AMS/ISS, BESS-Polar, GAPS …

In order for fusion to take place, the two antinucleons
must have low kinetic energy

See talk by Nicola Tomassetti



Secondary antideuterons

Contributions to secondaries

FD, Fornengo, Maurin PRD 2008

p-p,  p-He, 
He-H, He-He
H- pbar, He-pbar

Propagation uncertainties
Compatibility with B/C

Nuclear uncertainties
Production cross sections & Pcoal

Production from antiprotons
Non-annihilating cross sections



Conclusions  

ANTIMATTER (antiproton, antideuterons) in cosmic rays is a clue 
ingredient in order search for (or set limits) to dark matter 

annihilating in the halo of the Milky Way

Propagation uncertainties are now confined to <10-20%,  and are going to 
be further reduced by AMS-02 data

Cosmic antiproton data are expected with few% errors, 
while nuclear physics may bring uncertainties ~ 50%

The lack of data on several lab cross section puts serious limits in the 
interpretation of forthcoming cosmic ray data. 

A direct measurement of p-, γ,e+,D- production from 
p + p, and p+He  p- + X, …. 

is mandatory in order to interpret unambiguously 
future cosmic ray data.



Uncertainties due p-p scattering

Uncertainties in the pbar production spectrum from p-p
scattering are at least 10%.

Conservative: 20% at low energies (GeV) up to 50% (TeV) 
(data expected at least up to ~ 500 GeV)

Di Mauro, FD, Goudelis, Serpico PRD 2014



BACKUP SLIDES



Bringmann & Salati, PRD 2007

Antiprotons: 
secondary vs Dark Matter component

Dark matter 

Uncertainties due to propagation in the Galaxy 



AMS on the International Space Station 

Operating since May 19, 2011 onboard the ISS :
> five years in orbit,  > 90 billion events collected
- all detectors fully operational. ISS lifetime ≥ 2024

Unique instrument in space: 
- no other magnetic spectrometer planned for next 20 years.
- Simultaneous measurements of all CR components with different sub-detectors: 

redundant particle identification and reduced systematics uncertainties.

Fundamental physics:
- Indirect DM search with anti-particles: 
Measurement of:  e+, e-, anti-p, (anti-d) in an 
unexplored energy range and O(%) accuracy 
- Baryogenesis & search for nuclear anti-matter:  
anti-He, anti-nuclei (Z>2) 

Courtesy of B. Bertucci

Energy and precision
Energy range from GeV to TeV
Max energy for 
primary nuclei (P, He, C, O) 
Unlimited by statistics.
For p-, e+ and second. nuclei 
Stat. limits at O(100) GeV
(20-30% at higher energies)
Low energy systematics is 2-3% 

AMS 2016
up to 450 GeV



The Fermi-LAT has brough unprecedented 
progress in the γ-ray band

Photons from ~0.5 GeV up to  2 TeV (2000 at > 500 GeV!)

Galactic and extragalactic sources, close external galaxies, 
diffuse emission at all latitudes, transients, dark matter 
studies, electrons, …. and trigger in other wavelengths 

Systematics in the Gal. Center excess and in most of 
Fermi-LAT data are heavily due the 

GALACTIC DIFFUSE EMISSION MODELING

It accounts for:
- the π0 decay (Models for protons and helium at the GC, gas distribution, 

cross sections for p and He off the gas)
- Inverse Compton (electrons off Interstellar Radiation Field – CMB, IR, optic)

- Bremsstrahalung (Models for electrons at the GC, gas distribution) 




